
Oxan Furniture

BE
INSPIRED 

REMARKABLE SPACES
Precision and perfection are our maxims 
Our bespoke furniture is received by a global audience; from luxury homes, esteemed 
hotels and ambitious commercial development projects. Whatever interior design solution 
you are looking for, Oxan Furniture will fulfil design, manufacturing and installation 
expectations - however challenging - along with complete project management. 



 COMMERCIAL
Across many commercial development sites, we place 
an emphasis on distilling a sense of the site’s locality: 
through style, materials and craftsmanship. Most 
recently we have been privileged to work on Royal 
Wharf, bringing our finest expertise to the fore. 

Moments from Canary Wharf’s global business hub, 
Royal Wharf is one of the biggest development 
sites in the UK, regenerating the Royal Docks area. 
Gleaming towers and contemporary apartments 
inspired by the lines of the Georgian architecture 
of Belgravia and Fitzrovia form the main hub, 
meaning that Royal Wharf will hold its own 
character when completed, whilst conveying a 
sense of continuity and community with other 
great London districts.

Three years into the project, Oxan has also 
successfully balanced the logistics of 150 
different contractual firms (up to 2,000 workers) 
and the rapid flow of onsite traffic, whilst 
maintaining the high standards of consistent 
workmanship for which it is recognised. 

 HOSPITALITY
From chains to one-off hotels, we are experienced in 
working with talented architects to create fantastic 
hotels. Travel is common nowadays; an everyday 
product of our global culture, and it’s therefore more 
important than ever to contextualize hotel design. 
Understanding a city, the people and their culture are 
key to designing a hotel that resonates with guests and 
reflects a place’s personality.

A pure example of this is our work with the prestigious 
New York-based architect Matthew Grzywinski. Oxan 
was solely entrusted with the delivery and fittings 
for Leman Locke, a 168-room hotel in Aldgate, East 
London; an area that is rapidly becoming synonymous 
with a young, fresh influx of visitors and residents. At 
the core of the aesthetic was the highly contemporary, 
polished finish of the building’s external façade. It was 
therefore essential to give each of the spaces a slick, 
flawless quality, whilst ensuring each bit of internal 
space and every angle was used to its full potential 
without disrupting the comfortable and peaceful 
overtones contained within each apartment.

 RESIDENTIAL
We are defined by our personalities; we consciously 
and unconsciously shape our tangible lives around 
them. We feel that your personality can shine to its 
fullest extent when it is given a podium; your podium 
being your home, your shelter from the unknown, but 
most importantly, unquestionably yours.

We recently worked on a residential project within 
the Alaska Building, a soaring white Art Deco tower, 
originally an industrial factory, now a set of stylish 
apartments close-by London Bridge. Oxan was 
commissioned by a main contractor to fit an elegant 
new apartment with bespoke fitted furnishings, 
including cupboards, wardrobes, vanity units and a 
kitchen.

The hints of polished natural veneer wood, and 
elements of steel and hard materials, help to reflect a 
strong impression of power and sobriety. Our storage 
solutions are pre-emptive and clever, with the 
ease needed for city living at the forefront. These 
sophisticated aesthetics blended perfectly with 
durable premium architectural materials.

UNIQUE
STYLE



GET IN TOUCH 

OUR SERVICES

4 Spice Court, Plantation Wharf, Ivory Square, London, SW11 3UE

Phone: 0207 228 6574     Email: HR@oxanfurniture.com

Site surveying 

Detailed production drawings 

Design assistance 

Bespoke production 

Customised logistics and handling 

Health and safety management 

Full product sampling and testing

Full project management 

Professional installation


